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Food Systems

Nearly 811 million people suffer from chronic hunger (2020)

Global prevalence of obesity increased to 13.1 % in 2016; 39 % 
of adults overweight

Micronutrient deficiencies common globally - regardless of 
weight

More than 3 billion people cannot afford a healthy diet: healthy 
diet two to five times more expensive than an energy 
(caloric) sufficient diet, and up to two times more expensive 
than a nutrient sufficient diet

By 2050, 2 billion more people than there are today, mainly in 
Africa (world population estimated at 9.7 billion)

Source: McLaren et al., 2021, 
p.99



Overview

1. Life Cycle Assessment

• Towards nutritional LCA

2. Case studies:

• Avocado LCA

• LCA of a novel protein source

3. Current research themes

• Modelling issues

• Other themes



Functions of food:

nutritional value

hedonic enjoyment

socio-cultural functions

monetary value

“ … nutritional LCA (nLCA), a phrase used to 
describe an LCA study where the 
provision of nutrient(s) is considered as 
either the main function or one of the 
main functions of a food item.“ (p.5, 
McLaren et al., 2021).

What is nLCA?



Source: McLaren et al., 

2021, p.99



Methodology issues requiring refinement of current methods:

- Is there an optimal number of nutrients to be considered in an nLCA, 

and should it include nutrients to be limited?

- What is the optimal use of nutrient indexes in LCA?

- How to deal with comparisons across different food groups versus only 

within food groups

- How to represent nutritional changes in processing that occur outside 

a curtailed system boundary (e.g. during preparation of meals at home)

- Representation of nutritional value using indicators that extend beyond 

nutrient quantities (e.g. accounting for health impacts/outcomes)

- Modelling of future scenarios (using attributional/consequential 

approaches)

Identified priorities 



Methodology issues requiring extension beyond current methodological 

framework:

- Use of nLCA studies at the meal and dietary scales

- Assessing food systems within environmental limits

- Extension into food systems sustainability assessment

- Representation of multi-functionality of food items in nLCA

- Assessment of non-nutrients and anti-nutritional compounds

- Development of nutrition impact category

- How to deal with food fortification in nLCA.

[Scientific development of specific impact assessment methods is also 

identified in the report. However, the UNEP Life Cycle Initiative already 

functions as the forum for pursuing this topic.]

Identified priorities 



Identified priorities 

Communication:

- How to represent unknown data in LCA e.g. on digestibility, food matrix 

effects

- Representation of data variability and uncertainty

Data issues (we know what we want to collect but it is not available):

- Environmental and nutritional data for developing countries

- Food loss and waste

Guidance on use of nLCA to support decision-making:

- Suitability of ‘generic’ LCA methodology for different application areas



Avocado supply chain



Avocado LCA results: insights (1)

Source: “Environmental Life Cycle Assessment of NZ Avocados 

(Majumdar and McLaren, 2021)



From the consumption side …

• Basis for comparison

• 100 g of different products?

• Serving size? How typically eaten?

• Nutritional value?



Nutritional Life Cycle 
Assessment?

Source: “LCA of NZ Mussels and 

Oysters” (thinkstep ANZ, 2021)

Avocado (6.0 kg CO2e/100 g protein, NZ average)      



2. Case study: 
novel protein

• Data from production-scale pilot 

scaled to industrial production

• Uncertainties calculated using (a) 

Monte Carlo analysis and (b) 

sensitivity analyses

• Baseline Finland – but model 

adapted for different countries
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3. Current research themes

Key modelling issues in nutritional LCA (nLCA):

• Nutritional assessment:

• Functional unit 

• Nutritional value

• Nutritional value versus human health impacts

• Represent nutritional variability:

• Food items e.g. cut of meat, seasonal variability

• Target population and their dietary needs

Other themes:

• Assessing sustainability: nLCSA

• Decision situation: general “direction of travel” versus detailed assessment

• Procedural aspects: buy-in versus confrontation

• Enabling transformative change



Food items: 
unit of 
analysis

Source: “Integration of 

environment and nutrition in life 

cycle assessment of food items: 

opportunities and challenges” 

(McLaren et al., 2021)



Towards nutritional value: 
use of nutritional indices

Source: “Assessing nutritional, 

health, and environmental 

sustainability dimensions of agri-

food production ” (Green et al., 

2020)



Nutritional value versus human 
health impacts

Source: “Small targeted dietary changes can 

yield substantial gains for human health and the 

environment” (Stylianou et al., 2021)
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Representing nutritional 
variability in food items: cuts 
of beef

Source: “Protein quality as a 
complementary functional unit in life cycle 
assessment (LCA)” (McAuliffe et al., 2023)



Representing nutritional 
variability in food items: 
seasonal variability
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3. Current nLC(S)A thinking

Key modelling issues in nutritional LCA (nLCA):

• Nutritional assessment:

• Functional unit 

• Nutritional value

• Nutritional value versus human health impacts

• Represent nutritional variability:

• Food items e.g. cut of meat, seasonal variability

• Target population and their dietary needs

Other themes:

• Assessing sustainability: nLCSA

• Decision situation: general “direction of travel” versus detailed assessment

• Procedural aspects: buy-in versus confrontation

• Enabling transformative change



Additional elements
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nLCSA process

• Decision situation: 
general “direction 
of travel” versus 
detailed 
assessment

• Procedural 
aspects: buy-in 
versus 
confrontation

• Enabling 
transformative 
change

Inventory

Analysis
Collect data on inputs and outputs 

crossing the system boundaries; 

allocate burdens; model emissions; 

etc.

Impact

Assessment
Translate inventory results into a 

meaningful and relevant set of 

environmental issues affected by the 

system; etc

Interpretation
Use the results from the impact 

assessment and inventory 

phases to answer the questions 

set in the goal and scope 

definition; check that the 

conclusions are consistent with 

the assumptions made; etc

Goal and scope definition
State study objectives; set system 

boundaries; decide methodological 

issues; etc.
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Towards Solutions

Benefits of nLCA/nLCSA:

• Scientific evidence as basis to inform decision-making

• More holistic assessment (cf nutritional guidelines)

• Support education for transformative change

More focus needed on:

• Systems-based assessment (exploratory “what-if” LCA)

• Contextually relevant analysis

• Procedural aspects to ensure relevance and buy-in among 
stakeholders (for policy support)
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